SUMMER THEATER FESTIVAL – 2002

July 11 – August 3, 2002

Producer – Rowena Halpin

Venue Managers – Tracie Steger, Sean Chandler, Jeff Kitchen, Sharon Greenwald, Jeni Funk, Brad Presley

Set Designer – Leo Arico

Lighting Designer (Main Space) – Kathy Judge

Lighting Designer (Lab Space) – Anne Kisielewski

Costume Coordinator – Sarah Owen


THE BALD SOPRANO & THE LESSON

By Eugene Ionesco

Director – Bill Niebel

Dramaturge – Art Collier

Sound Designer – Nathan Piazza

Costume Designer – Leslie Plesant

Set Designer – David Reynaud

Production Stage Manager – Frida Theros

CAST – BALD SOPRANO

MRS. SMITH – Karen Wolcott

MR. SMITH – Harold Langsam

MARY – Jennifer Sohn

MR. MARTIN – Doug Chapman
MRS. MARTIN – Karen VanHelden

THE FIRE CHIEF – David Holton

CAST – THE LESSON

MARIE – Karen Wolcott

PUPIL – Karen VanHelden

PROFESSOR – David Holton

Y2K

By Arthur Kopit

Director – Mark Valahovic

Production Stage Manager – Tracie Steger

COSTA ASTRAKHAN – Tim Van Dyck

JOSEPH ELLIOT – Greg Hays

JOANNE SUMMERHAYS ELLIOT – Nif Lindsay

ORIN SLAKE – Jane Jones

DENNIS McALVANE – “Derby” Thomas

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE (abridged)

By jess Borgeson, Adam Long & Daniel Singer

Director – Stephen Getman

CAST

Giorgio Litt
Henry Perkins
Mikiah Umbertis

KISS ME NATE (Or Why Boys Are The Biggest Bitches of ALL)

By Sebastian Greiman
Director – Sebastian Greiman
Production Stage Manager - Kathleen Thompson

CAST
PETRUCHIO – Olev Jackson
NATE – Tristan Lejeune
GABRIEL – en Schenkier
LUCENTIO – Darryl N. Smith
BAPTISTA – Rheva Ann Williams
BRYAN – Justin Wolf

PRIVATE EYES

By Steven Dietz
Director – Tim Van Dyck
Production Stage Manager – Davin Rosborough

CAST
MATTHEW – Mark Valahovic
LISA – Jill Antonishak
ADRIAN – Priya Curtis
CORY – Amdie Mengistu
FRANK – Robert Molloy

IMPROVAGAINZa
Director – Ron Heller

ENSEMBLE
Lisa Coray
Sam Givens
Kimberly Kidd Harrison
Inga
Rain Krause
Amdie Mengistu
William Perkins
Jon Rice
Kristin Rothrock
Ray Smith
J. Taylor
Derby Thomas

THE BOOK OF LIZ
By Amy & David Sedaris
Director – Glenn Harris
Co-Director/Production Stage Manager – Betty Hales
Sound Designer – Jim Johnston
CAST

REVEREND TOLLHOUSE/VISIL/RUDY BRUTON – Jonathan Blake

SISTER ELIZABETH DONDERSTOCK/BROTHER HESIKIAH – Ginger McCarthy

BROTHER NATHANIEL BRIGHTBEE, DONNY POLK – Allen K. Robinson

SISTER CONSTANCE BUTTERWORTH, OXANA, CECILY COLE, SOPHISTICATED VISITOR, MS. YOLANDA FOXLEY – Daria Okugawa

YVONE/DUNCAN TRASK – Todd Fletcher

DR. BARB GINLEY – Betty Hales

THE BIOLOGY LESSON & OTHER EXPERIMENTS

By Sandra Dietrick

Director – Todd Ristau

Production Stage Manager – Joan Ruelle

Assistant Stage Manager – Ursula Hull

CAST

Daria Okugawa

Jessica Harrison

Janet Heath

Geri Schirmer

THE EROTICA PROJECT

Created by Lillian Ann Slugocki & Erin Cressida Wilson

Director – Candace Burton

CAST

Jennifer Hoffman
Michelle Majorin
Sarah Merkle

THE ACTOR’S NIGHTMARE & SISTER MARY IGNATIUS EXPLAINS IT ALL FOR YOU

By Christopher Durang
The Actor’s Nightmare
Director – Emma Givens
Sister Mary Ignatius
Director – Ronda Hewitt
Production Stage Manager – Bobbie Buxton

CAST – Actor’s Nightmare
GEORGE SPELVIN – Edward Daniels
MEG – Mary Catherine Reiber
SARAH SIDDONS – Caroline Ridley
DAME ELLEN TERRY – Candace Burton
SIR HENRY IRVING – Jacob Wolf
EXECUTIONER – George Spelvin

CAST – Sister Mary Ignatius
THOMAS – Jacob Wolf
SISTER MARY IGNATIUS – Cynthia Burke
GARY SULLAVAN – Erik Grammer
DIANE SYMONDS – Caroline Ridley
PHILOMENA ROSTOVICH – Mary Catherine Reiber

ALOYSIUS BENHEIM – Michael Muller